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October's Edition of Kennedy Tank Talk

Thank you for reading October's version of Kennedy Tank Talk. Below are some updates from the
KennedyTank Team.
Kennedy Tank Launches Annual United Way Program
November marks another year that Kennedy Tank will give back to our community by supporting the United
Way. In the past 10 years the Kennedy Tank Team has donated almost $200,000 to the United Way
between individual team member contributions, company matching contributions, and fundraising events.
This year we have organized a chili lunch, grill out, and corn hole tournament to help raise funds to those in
need.
Record Labor Hour and projects completed in 2019
November will mark the end of our fiscal year which
has been one of the busiest to date. Between our
shop and regional field services division, we are
trending to have worked just over 220,000 labor
hours and will have completed over 650 projects this
year. Thank you to all of our proud customers and
teammates who have made 2019 a success.

Recently shipped pressure vessel
We recently fabricated this pressure vessel that was
10' OD X 50' long and 1" thick made of 516-70
carbon steel and weighing 90,000 pounds for a
petrochemical plant in the northeast. This vessel
also had a ladder and platform, (3) vacuum rings,
and was full x-ray. Nice project!

Did you know?
Kennedy Tank has been field erecting tanks on
customer sites since the late 1950's! To the right
you will see a tank we field erected in 1960 that was
30' diameter. We are now capable of field-erected
tanks up to 100' diameter and regularly have 3-4
crews erecting tanks all throughout the US at any
given time.
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